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Abstract
We study propagation of closed bosonic strings in torsional Newton-Cartan geometry based on
a recently proposed Polyakov type action. We generalize the Polyakov action proposal to include
matter, i.e. Kalb-Ramond field and dilaton and determine the conditions for Weyl invariance
which we express as the beta-function equations on the worldsheet, in analogy with the usual case
of strings propagating on a pseudo-Riemannian manifold. The critical dimension of the TNC space-
time turns out to be 25. We find that Newton’s law of gravitation follows from the requirement
of quantum Weyl invariance in the absence of torsion. We also find that Weyl invariance in the
absence of matter requires vanishing torsion. Torsion can be generated in the presence of dilaton,
or for certain non-generic choices of the Kalb-Ramond field. Presence of torsion has interesting
consequences in the weak gravity limit, in particular it yields a mass term in the Poisson equation
for Newton’s potential. We also find that the U(1) shifts of the central charge which is a symmetry
of the Newton-Cartan geometry at the classical level becomes anomalous at one-loop.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Einstein’s realization that gravity stems from geometrization of the Lorentz symmetry is
among the greatest achievements in the history of physics. In general relativity, the equiva-
lence principle is guaranteed by endowing spacetime with a (pseudo-)Riemannian structure
that ensures the local Lorentz invariance. This profound connection between geometry and
gravity is not unique to the laws of special relativity however, as an analogous connection
exists also for the Galilean invariance. A covariant treatment of Galilean symmetry was first
presented by Cartan [1–3] leading to the discovery of the Newton-Cartan (NC) geometry as
the underlying structure of classical Newtonian gravity. Subsequent work [4–7] clarified the
algebra of spacetime transformations and its representation theory that underlies the NC
geometry. In particular it was shown in [8] that the NC geometry follows from gauging the
Bargmann algebra, the U(1) central extension of the algebra of Galilean boosts, translations
and rotations. Finally, the structure of the Newton-Carton geometry has been extended to
include torsion [9, 10], and referred to as the “torsional Newton-Cartan” (TNC) geometry1.
A crucial element in this geometry is the presence of the U(1) gauge symmetry that corre-
sponds to the aforementioned central charge and physically related to the conservation of
mass. Non-relativistic gravity has recently been studied in the context of non-relativistic
effective actions [11], non-relativistic holography [12], post-Newtonian expansions of general
relativity [13], and more recently in the context of string theory [14].
In this paper we ask the question whether the TNC geometry can be UV completed in a
consistent theory of quantum gravity and take a few first steps in answering this question in
the context of bosonic string theory2. One of the triumphs of the ordinary (relativistic) string
theory has been the derivation of Einstein’s equations in the weak gravity limit by demanding
Weyl invariance of the world-sheet sigma model [15]. In our case of string propagating on
a manifold with local Galilean invariance, we similarly expect that the demand of quantum
Weyl invariance on the world-sheet yields Newton’s law in the weak gravity limit. This is
what we mean precisely by the consistency of the TNC geometry with quantum gravity.
1 See [10] for a discussion on necessity of including torsion in this theory.
2 Eventually one may need superstrings to tame tachyonic instabilities but we expect this be a natural
extension of the calculations we present here.
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Various proposals to realize the Galilean symmetries in string theory exist in the liter-
ature. The Newton-Cartan geometry has, only recently, been embedded in string theory
at the classical level, that is at the tree level of the world-sheet non-linear sigma model
[14, 16, 17]. A parallel and separate line of work [18–21] started by the original paper of
Gomis and Ooguri [22] that realized Galilean symmetry in the context of closed string theory
in a particular contraction limit, and, continued by the very recent paper [23] that asks the
same question we ask here in the context of the Gomis-Ooguri theory3.
We will follow the route taken by the papers [14, 17] where a Polyakov type action for
string propagating in the TNC geometry was constructed. Taking this Polyakov action as
our starting point, we extend it to include bosonic target space matter, i.e. the Kalb-Ramond
field Bµν and dilaton φ, and we determine both the target space and worldsheet symmetries
of this action at the classical level. We then go beyond the tree level and construct the world-
sheet perturbation theory in string length ls =
√
α′, assuming that the target TNC space is
weakly curved. We then obtain the target space equations of motion from quantum Weyl
invariance of the non-linear sigma model proposed in [14] and its generalizations including
the Kalb-Ramond and the dilaton fields. We pay special attention to the target space
symmetries, and ask which subset of the symmetries of the classical action is preserved by
quantum corrections. It turns out it is very hard to construct a path integral measure that
preserves the U(1) central charge symmetry of the classical theory and, as a result, we find
that the original U(1) symmetry becomes anomalous at the quantum level.
Our paper is organized as follows. We begin, in section II, by reviewing the Polyakov-type
action we use for the closed bosonic string moving in a TNC background and then generalize
it to include Neveu-Schwarz background matter, i.e. the dilaton and the Kalb-Ramond
field. We then discuss how the target space and worldsheet symmetries are realized at the
classical level. Section III constitutes the core of our paper. We use a covariant expansion
of the TNC background fields to rewrite the action in the form of a perturbative series in
quantum fluctuations parametrized by the string length ls. This expansion coincides with
the derivative expansion in the target space and we truncate the series at the second order
both in derivatives and in quantum fluctuations. Using this quantum effective action at
the quadratic level, we then compute the one loop contribution to the Weyl anomaly in the
3 In spite of the various connections between the Gomis-Ooguri approach [22] and the TNC approach [16],
explained for instance in [14], one should view these two approaches separately. In some sense the former
is “top-down” a and the latter “bottom-up” approach to strings in Galilean invariant backgrounds.
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absence of matter. We then show that the equations of motion arising from the vanishing
of the beta functions imply a TNC geometry with zero torsion as well as the equations
of motion of Newtonian gravity for the gravitational background. All these calculations
are first presented in the absence of background matter in section III D. In section II B we
introduce matter in the sigma model through a Kalb-Ramond B-field and a dilaton and
repeat the background expansion for this matter extended version of the sigma model. We
use a particular choice of the B-field background to compute the one-loop Weyl anomaly
at the end of this section. Finally in section IV we present a discussion of the results
and provide an outlook. Several appendices where we give details of our (quite lengthy)
calculations form a substantial part of this paper.
Note addded: We became aware of a paper of Gomis, Oh and Yan [23] on the quantum
Weyl symmetry of the non-linear sigma model for the non-critical string theory in the final
stage of our work.
II. THE STRING ACTION AND ITS SYMMETRIES
A. The Polyakov action without matter
The geometric data of the TNC geometry in the absence of matter fields is encoded in a
pair of vielbeins4 (τs, e
i
s) and a U(1) connection ms collectively referred as the TNC metric
complex. The vielbeins eis define a degenerate spatial metric through hmn = e
i
me
j
nδij and
it is possible to use the inverse of the square matrix (τm, e
i
n), denoted as (−υm, eni ) with
υmτm = −1 and τmemi = 0, to define an independent spatial inverse metric hmn = emi enj δij.
These spatial metrics together with the temporal coframes, τm and υ
m, are subject to a
completeness relation δmn = −υmτn + hmrhrn.
Quite conveniently, the TNC geometry with this geometric data can be derived from a
higher dimensional relativistic spacetime with an isometry in the extra null direction—which
we will denote as the u-direction—via the procedure of null reduction [24]. In particular
we consider the TNC manifold to be d+1-dimensional and the relativistic one will be d+2-
4 We will use letters {m,n, ...} to denote curved TNC indices and {i, j, ...} to denote flat TNC indices.
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dimensional. The metric of such relativistic spacetimes can always be written as
g¯MNdx
MdxN = 2τ (du−m) + hmndxmdxn, (1)
with ∂u the corresponding null Killing vector. We label indices of the d+2 dimensional space
as M = {u,m}. We also define τ = τmdxm, m = msdxs with xm the coordinates of the
(d+1)-TNC manifold. It is now possible to derive the world-sheet action for a string moving
in the TNC geometry [14, 17] starting from the ordinary Polyakov action in the relativistic
target space (1):
L = −
√−γ
4piα′
γαβ (hαβ − τrms −mrτs)−
√−γ
2piα′
γαβτα∂βX
u, (2)
where γ is the determinant of the worldsheet metric γαβ, and where hαβ = h¯rs∂αX
r∂βX
s
and τα = τm∂αX
m are the pullbacks of hrs and τr respectively
5.
We consider a closed string without winding, i.e. Xm(σ0, σ1 + 2pi) = Xm(σ0, σ1) , and
with non zero momentum P along Xu
P =
∫ 2pi
0
dσ1P 0u , (3)
with the momentum current
Pαu =
∂L
∂∂αXu
= −
√−γγαβτβ
2piα′
. (4)
Following [14] it is possible to rewrite (2) in a dual formulation where the conservation of the
momentum current (4) is implemented off-shell through the classically equivalent Lagrangian
L = −
√−γγαβh¯αβ
4piα′
− 1
2piα′
(√−γγαβτβ − αβ∂αη)Aβ , (5)
where Aα is a Lagrange multiplier that enforces conservation of P
α
u =
αβ∂βη
2piα′ off-shell and
we defined the combination
h¯αβ ≡ hαβ − ταmβ −mατβ . (6)
The significance of this combination will become clear when we discuss the symmetries of
the theory below.
5 We use the first few greek and latin indices {α, β...} and {a, b, ...} to denote the curved and flat worldsheet
indices respectively.
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This procedure introduces a novel degree of freedom, a scalar field η on the world sheet.
To see that (5) and (2) are equivalent one uses the equation of motion for η which gives
Aα = ∂αχ for some world sheet scalar χ and identifies the latter with the u-direction χ = X
u
recovering the original Lagrangian (2). Following [14] we introduce the worldsheet zweibein
eaα and its inverse e
α
a = 
αβebβba, satisfying e
a
αe
b
βηab = γαβ and e
α
ae
β
b ηab = γ
αβ, to rewrite the
constraints as
αβ
(
e0α + e
1
α
)
(τβ + ∂βη) = 0 ,
αβ
(
e0α − e1α
)
(τβ − ∂βη) = 0 .
(7)
A final field redefinition
Aα = mα +
1
2
(λ+ − λ−) e0α +
1
2
(λ+ + λ−) e1α (8)
yields the Lagrangian
L = − 1
4piα′
[
2αβmα∂βη + eη
abeαae
β
b hαβ − λ+eβ− (∂βη + τβ)− λ− (∂βη − τβ)
]
, (9)
where eα± = e
α
0 ± eα1 . This is the Polyakov-type Lagrangian for a string moving in a TNC
geometry proposed in [14]. We further use the constraints to rewrite (9) in a way more
convenient for quantization6
L = e
4piα′
[
eα+e
β
−h¯αβ + λ+e
β
− (∂βη + τβ) + λ−e
β
+ (∂βη − τβ)
]
, (10)
We will examine the quantum path integral defined by this Lagrangian in the rest of the
paper, but we will first extend it to include Neveu-Schwarz matter, i.e. the Kalb-Ramond
field and dilaton and then discuss the symmetries of this generalized action both on the
worldsheet and in the target space.
B. The Polyakov action with matter
It is straightforward to generalize the action (10) to include standard Neveu-Schwarz
matter, i.e. a Kalb-Ramond field Bmn and a dilaton φ. Let us first consider the B-field.
6 One should think of implementing these constraints inside the Polyakov path integral to ensure equivalence
of the quantum path integrals based on the lagrangians (9) and (10).
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Once again, to derive the corresponding Lagrangian we can start from its null lifted
version. We then obtain the following action by rearranging the terms that follow from the
null reduction of the relativistic d+2 dimensional bosonic Polyakov action with the B-field:
L = − 1
4piα′
(√−γγαβh¯αβ + αβB¯αβ)− 1
4piα′
(√−γγαβτα − αβℵα) ∂βXu (11)
where we defined
ℵα ≡ Buα = −Bαu , (12)
B¯αβ ≡ Bαβ − 2ℵ[αmβ] . (13)
Following the same procedure as in [14] described in section II we compute the momentum
along Xu
Pαu = −
1
2piα′
(√−γγαβτβ − αβℵβ) (14)
and implement its conservation off-shell via
L = − 1
4piα′
(√−γγαβh¯αβ + αβB¯αβ)− 1
2piα′
(√−γγαβτβ − αβℵβ − αβ∂αη)Aβ. (15)
Making, once again, the field redefinition
Aα = mα +
1
2
(λ+ − λ−) e0α +
1
2
(λ+ + λ−) e1α , (16)
integration over the worldsheet fields λ± now impose the constraints
αβ
(
e0α + e
1
α
)
(τβ + ℵβ + ∂βη) = 0 ,
αβ
(
e0α − e1α
)
(τβ − ℵβ − ∂βη) = 0 .
(17)
we can cast (15) in the Polyakov form
L = − 1
4piα′
e
[
eα+e
β
−
(
h¯αβ + B¯αβ
)
+ λ+e
β
− (∂βη + ℵβ + τβ) + λ−eβ+ (∂βη + ℵβ − τβ)
]
, (18)
where just as in (10) the constraints (17) have been used. Lagrangian (18) is still invariant
under (34) and the contribution of the B-field to the anomaly can in principle be computed
in a similar manner as performed for (10).
When the world-sheet is non-flat, in addition to the B-field, it is also possible to include
a dilaton contribution of the form
Lφ = 1
16pi
√−γRφ , (19)
where R is the worldsheet Ricci scalar. The Polyakov path integral then involves a sum over
world-sheet topologies that is organized in powers of exp(φ) as usual.
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C. Symmetries of the Polyakov action
We will now discuss both the global (target space) and the local (worldsheet) symmetries
of the world-sheet action (18) and (19).
1. Space-time symmetries
The fields in the TNC metric complex, without matter, transform under diffeomorphisms
ξ, local Galilean boosts λi, local rotations λij and local U(1) gauge transformation σ and
the Lagrangian (5) is invariant under these transformations [14]. These transformations are
easily generalized in the presence of matter. All in all, the transformations of all the objects
that enter the calculations read
δτs = £ξτs,
δeis = £ξe
i
s + λ
iτs + λ
i
je
j
s,
δυs = λiesi ,
δesi = £ξe
s
i ,
δms = £ξms + λie
i
s + ∂sσ,
δBmn = £ξBmn + 2ℵ[m∂n]σ ,
δℵm = £ξℵm ,
δφ = £ξφ .
(20)
In particular, the combinations h¯mn and B¯mn defined in (6) and (13) are invariant under local
Galilean boosts and local U(1) transformations respectively (in addition to invariance under
local rotations of both). Now, it is straightforward to check that the actions based on (18)
and (19) are invariant under the diffeomorphisms, local Gallilean boosts, local rotations and
local U(1) transformations. For this to happen, first, it is crucial that hαβ and Bαβ appear
in the combinations h¯αβ and B¯αβ in (18). Second, one should employ the constraints (17)
to show invariance under local U(1) and Gallilean boosts.
In what follows, in addition to h¯mn and B¯mn defined in (6) and (13), it will prove useful
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to introduce the following combinations
υˆm ≡ υm − hmsms , (21)
Φ ≡ −υsms + 1
2
hrsmrms (22)
that are invariant under local Galilean boost and rotations as one can easily check using
(20). They do transform under local U(1) though:
δσυˆ
m = −hmn∂mσ (23)
δσΦ = −υˆn∂nσ . (24)
Even though they do not appear in the action at the classical level, we have introduced υˆm
as the local Galilean boost and rotations invariant version of υm the inverse of τm, and the
target space scalar Φ which will play the role of the Newton’s gravitational potential below.
They will become important when we discuss quantum corrections in the theory. We note
that υˆm, τm, h¯mn and h
mn are subject to the completeness relation δrs = −υˆrτs + hrmh¯ms.
Finally, we note that because of the non-trivial U(1) gauge transformation of Bmn in
(20), i.e. δσB = ℵ ∧ dσ, the usual definition of the field strength, H = dB will not be
U(1) invariant. However, the combination H −m ∧ dℵ is. Thus, if the U(1) invariance is
unbroken at the quantum level, then we expect the field strength H always appears in this
combination in the beta-function equations.
2. U(1)B one-form symmetry
In the presence of the Kalb-Ramond field there is also a U(1) one-form symmetry. It is
well-known that the transformation
δΛBMN = ∂MΛN − ∂NΛM , (25)
where ∂M is the partial derivative in the target space, is a symmetry of the d+2 dimensional
world-sheet action with the relativistic target space.
However, the TNC geometry that is obtained by the null-reduction of the relativistic
target space, does in general have torsion. Indeed, for a generic TNC geometry there is a
natural choice of connection Γmrs defined as [10, 25]
Γmrs ≡ −υˆm∂rτs +
1
2
hmt
(
∂rh¯st + ∂sh¯rt − ∂th¯rs
)
, (26)
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with the property that it is compatible with the metric complex τm and h
mn, namely
Drτm = 0, Drh
mn = 0 . (27)
This connection is not symmetric and possesses a torsion component
Tmrs ≡ 2Γm[rs] = −2υˆm∂[rτs] . (28)
This means that, after null reduction, the resulting TNC geometry with Kalb-Ramond
matter has a modified U(1) one-form symmetry of the form:
δΛB¯mn = ∂mΛn − ∂nΛm, (29)
δΛℵm = ∂mΛu . (30)
We see that in the TNC geometry ℵ acquires a new local U(1) symmetry, whereas B trans-
forms under a local one-form symmetry. It is now straightforward to check that the action
(18) is invariant under (29) upon use of the constraint equations (17). Invariance of (18)
under (30) however requires a non-trivial transformation of the worldsheet field η:
δΛη = −Λu , (31)
which is a trivial shift in the quantum path integral where η is path integrated. Therefore,
we conclude that the action, at least at the tree-level, is invariant under both the local
one-form symmetry Λm and the new local U(1) symmetry Λu. The fact that η is charged
under the U(1) that comes from the B-field, i.e. eq. (31), is expected as one can think of η
as the direction dual to u, [14]. In this sense the gauge fields m and ℵ can be considered as
dual to each other.
In passing, we note that the action (18) enjoys an additional symmetry for B¯mn given by
δB¯mn = Ω(X) ∂[mτn] , (32)
with Ω an arbitrary spacetime function. To show that (32) is a symmetry it is necessary to
use the constraint equations (17).
3. Local worldsheet symmetries
The actions (10) and (18) are clearly invariant under the worldsheet diffeomorphisms.
These symmetries allow us to cast the worldsheet metric in a diagonal form γab = e−2ρηab
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where the conformal factor ρ determines the Ricci curvature of the worldsheet R (locally)
as
√−γR = −2∂2ρ . (33)
We will refer to this choice of gauge as the conformal gauge. The reparametrization gauge-
fixed Polyakov Lagrangians (10) and (18) further exhibit a residual Lorentz/Weyl gauge
invariance of the form (as can be checked straightforwardly)
eα± → f±ea±, λ± → f±λ±, (34)
for any worldsheet function f±. For f+ = f− the transformation is a local Weyl transfor-
mation and for f+ = −f− it constitutes a local Lorentz transformation. Once we have used
diffeomorphism invariance to go to conformal gauge it is possible to use local Weyl invariance
to fix the mode ρ and completely fix the worldsheet metric γαβ.
The main purpose of our paper is to discuss the fate of these residual gauge invariances at
the quantum level, and we will discuss the cases without and with the Neveu-Schwarz matter
separately below. Here it suffices to note that, in the case without matter, the condition
for invariance of the Polyakov action S(e, λ,X) under the gauge transformations (34) at the
classical level takes the form
δS
δf±
= eγc τ
c
γ + C
+λ+ + C
−λ− = 0, (35)
where the energy momentum one form7 τ cγ and constraint functions C
± are defined as
τ cγ ≡ −
2piα′
e
δS
δeγc
=
2piα′L
e
ecγ +
1
2
[
2eβb η
cbh¯γβ − λ+ (δc0 − δc1) (∂γη + τγ)− λ− (δc0 + δc1) (∂γη − τγ)
]
, (36)
C± ≡ −2piα
′
e
δS
δλ±
= −1
2
eβ∓ (∂βη ± τβ) . (37)
The condition (35) is nothing but a constrained traceless condition for the energy mo-
mentum tensor, and from (36) and (37) it is clear that this conditions holds for the Polyakov
action (10). The rest of our work will concern the computation of (35) at the quantum level,
in particular, at the one-loop level in the perturbative expansion in α′.
7 Even though it is possible to define an energy momentum tensor from τ cγ via Tαβ = ηcde
d
ατ
c
β it is more
natural to define the traceless condition in terms of the energy momentum one form.
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III. QUANTUM WEYL INVARIANCE OF STRING IN THE TNC GEOMETRY
A. Background field quantization
The quantum partition function that follows from the action (10) is defined by the
Polyakov path integral8. As for the bosonic strings [15], it will be very helpful to intro-
duce the background field formalism to organize the perturbative α′ expansion to study the
quantum properties of the worldsheet sigma model. To this end, we expand the worldsheet
fields {Xm, λ±, η} around a classical configuration Ψ0 ≡ {Xm0 , λ0±, η0} as
Xm = Xm0 + lsY¯
m,
λ± = λ0± + lsΛ¯±,
η = η0 + lsH¯,
(38)
where Ψ ≡ {Y¯ m, Λ¯±, H¯} below will collectively denote the quantum fields. Using this
expansion, the one loop effective effective action Γ[Ψ0] for the background fields can be
expressed [26] as a path integral over the quantum fields as
eiΓ¯[Ψ0](0) =
∫
DΨ eiS¯[Ψ0,Ψ](0). (39)
where S¯[Ψ0,Ψ](0) is the O (l0s) term that arises from substituting (38) in (10). In (39) the
zweibeins are completely fixed by the Faddeev-Popov procedure, see Appendix B, using the
reparametrization invariance and Weyl symmetry. This, in particular, fixes the function ρ.
If the symmetry (34) is to be consistent at the one loop level then any change of ρ should
leave the effective action invariant, this means that the Weyl invariance (35) at the one loop
level becomes 9
δψΓ¯ [Ψ0] (0) = 0, δψρ = ψ (40)
Of course this requirement only makes sense if we specify the measure in the path integral
DΨ which we discuss next.
8 It is crucial to include the contribution from the Faddeev-Popov ghosts that come from the gauge fixing
but we will not explicitly show them here. The gauge fixing procedure is discussed in detail in Appendix
B.
9 We are assuming that the measure of the path integral can be written in a diffeomorphism invariant way.
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B. Path integral measure
Depending on the choice of measure we expect certain symmetries discussed in section
II C 1 to be broken. The tricky part in the definition of the measure is over the fluctuations
δXm:
‖δX‖2 =
∫
d2σ e δXmδXnGmn (41)
where Gmn is some metric that we now specify. Since the local Galilean and rotation
invariances are fundamental and we do not want the measure to explicitly break these
symmetries we are led to the following general choice for Gmn, that is comprised of the
invariants h¯mn, τ and Φ:
Gmn = f (Φ) τmτn + g (Φ) h¯mn . (42)
Now, one should ask whether the U(1) central charge symmetry is broken by this choice or
not. To satisfy U(1) invariance of the measure in general, we only need the variation of Gmn
to be expressed as a Lie derivative of the metric Gmn
10:
δσGmn = £ξGmn . (43)
Here, we will demand a more strict definition and ask whether δσGmn = 0 or not. In
appendix G we showed that this requirement is only satisfied by a specific type of U(1)
transformations of the form
Dsσ(X) = τsF (X) , (44)
for some arbitrary function F of the space-time coordinates. This means that the beta
function equations we obtain in the end are not expected to be invariant under a generic
U(1) symmetry but only under this special type. We show that this will indeed be the case
in Appendix G . In the following section we show how (40) can consistently be computed
using a covariant target spacetime derivative expansion.
C. Covariant background expansion
The goal of this section is to express S¯[Ψ0,Ψ](0) in a TNC covariant way using an
analog of the Riemann normal coordinates. We first note that, since Y¯ m is defined as
10 Here δσ denotes variation under the U(1) transformation, not to be confused with the worldsheet coordi-
nates σ.
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a difference of spacetime coordinates, it would not transform as a vector under general
coordinate transformations, consequently we need to rewrite it in terms of a spacetime
vector. This is achieved [26] by considering a geodesic connecting Xm0 and X
m
0 + Y¯
m to
rewrite Y¯ m as
Y¯ m = Y m − 1
2
Γ˚mrsY
rY s +O (Y 3) , (45)
where Y m is the tangent vector along the geodesic and Γ˚mrs is a symmetric connection (e.g.
symmetric part of the TNC connection) in the background geometry used to construct the
geodesic. Equation (45) defines a coordinate transformation in the neighborhood of Xm0 to
the set of coordinates Y m, known as Riemann normal coordinates, that satisfy the following
properties
Γ˚mrs = 0, ∂tΓ˚
m
rs = −
2
3
R˚m(rs)t, (46)
where R˚mrst is the Riemann tensor constructed from the symmetric connection. This means
that the quantum expansion (38) for Xm can be written in terms of the vectors Y m:
∂αX
m = ∂αX
m
0 + ls∇˚αY m +
l2s
3
(
R˚mrst
)
0
∂αX
t
0Y
rY s +O (Y 3) . (47)
To compute S¯[Ψ0,Ψ](0) we also need the quantum expansion of the non-linear couplings
h¯mn(X) and τm(X). This can be achieved by first doing a Taylor expansion in Y¯
m around
X0 and making use of (45) to rewrite such expansion in the following covariant way
h¯mn = h¯
0
mn +
(
D˚ph¯mn
)
0
lsY
p +
1
2
(
D˚pD˚qh¯mn +
2
3
R˚rpq(mh¯n)r
)
0
l2sY
pY q +O (Y 3) ,
τm = τ
0
m +
(
D˚tτm
)
0
lsY
t +
1
2
(
D˚pD˚qτm +
1
3
R˚rpqmτr
)
0
l2sY
pY q +O (Y 3) , (48)
with D˚m denoting the covariant derivative in TNC spacetime defined through the symmetric
connection Γ˚mrs, ∇˚αY s ≡ ∂αY s+Γ˚mrs∂αXr0Y s denoting the pullback of the covariant derivative
D˚ into the worldsheet, h¯0mn ≡ hmn(X0), τ 0m = τm(X0) and where ()0 indicates the expression
is evaluated at X0. We reproduce below the connection for a generic TNC geometry [10, 25],
explained in II C 2:
Γmrs ≡ −υˆm∂rτs +
1
2
hmt
(
∂rh¯st + ∂sh¯rt − ∂th¯rs
)
. (49)
It is compatible with the metrics τm and h
mn and exhibits a torsion component Tmrs ≡
2Γm[rs] = 2υˆ
m∂[rτs]. Nevertheless we can identify Γ
m
(rs) = Γ˚
m
rs allowing us to rewrite (48) in
terms of the appropriate Newton Cartan connection.
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D. Weyl invariance at one loop without matter
We first consider the case when there are no Kalb-Ramond or dilaton fields in the space-
time. We can now use (47), (48) and (10) find that, up to second order in TNC covariant
derivatives, S¯[Ψ0,Ψ](0) ≡ S¯0 takes the form
S¯0 = − 1
4pi
∫
d2σe
[
γαβh¯mn∇αY m∇βY n + γαβCrsmnY rY s∂αXm0 ∂βXn0
+γαβAsmnY
s∇αY m∂βXn0 +BrsmY rY s∆λβ∂βXm0
+FmnY
m∇βY n∆λβ − Λ¯+eβ−
(∇βH¯ + τm∇βY m + 2FmnY m∂βXn0 )
−Λ¯−eβ+
(∇βH¯ − τm∇βY m − 2FmnY m∂βXn0 )]
(50)
with ∆λβ ≡ λ0−eβ+ − λ0+eβ− and F = dτ characterizing the torsion. To avoid cluttering we
have dropped the zero index on the background tensor fields. The relevant tensor coefficients
{Cmnrs, Asmn, Brsm} are given in appendix A. From (50) we observe that Γ[Ψ0](0) is a free
theory with a background dependent normalization for the kinetic and mass terms. Never-
theless, since we are looking at contributions up to O (D2) in target spacetime derivatives we
can treat (39) perturbatively as long as we can renormalize the O (D0) appropriately. One
can move these background dependent norms to terms higher order in spacetime derivatives
by performing the following coordinate transformation
Y m = −υ¯m (τsY s) + emi
(
δijerj h¯rsY
s
) ≡ −υˆm Y 0√
2Φ
+ emi Y
i,
H¯ =
H√
2Φ
, Λ¯± =
√
2ΦΛ± ,
(51)
with Φ defined in (22) and the normalizations are judiciously chosen such that the normal-
ization of the first term in (50) becomes canonical, i.e. it yields the first two terms in the
zeroth order action below. To see this one needs to use the identity h¯mnυˆ
n = 2Φτm.
The zeroth order action S0 is now expressed in terms of only flat indices, and we expand
it as
S0 = S
[0]
0 + S
[1]
0 + S
[2]
0
(52)
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with S
[a]
0 denoting the at O (Da) in target spacetime derivatives. In detail we find,
S
[0]
0 = −
∫
d2σe
4pi
[
−γαβ∂αY 0∂βY 0 + γαβδij∂αY i∂βY j − Λ+eβ−
(
∂βH + ∂βY
0
)
−Λ−eβ+
(
∂βH − ∂βY 0
)]
,
S
[1]
0 = −
∫
d2σe
4pi
[
γαβ∂αX
s
0
(P0sY 0∂βY 0 + P0isY 0∂βY i + PisY i∂βY 0 + PijsY i∂βY j)
+∆λβ
(Q0iY 0∂βY i +QiY i∂βY 0 +QijY i∂βY j)
+eβ−∂βX
s
0
(Js(H + Y 0) + J0sY 0 + JisY i)Λ+
+eβ+∂βX
s
0
(Js(H − Y 0)− J0sY 0 − JisY i)Λ−] ,
S
[2]
0 = −
∫
d2σe
4pi
[
γαβ∂αX
r
0∂βX
s
0
(S0rsY 0Y 0 + SirsY iY 0 + SijrsY iY j)
+∆λβ∂βX
m
0
(T0mY 0Y 0 + TimY 0Y i + TijmY iY j)] ,
(53)
where we have explicitly broken the covariance by using ∇αY i = ∂αY i + ωijαY j with ωijα
the spin connection11, and where the relevant tensor coefficients {P ,Q,S, T ,J } are given
in appendix A. Assuming a diffeomorphism invariant measure we can change the path inte-
gration over the fields {Y m, Λ¯, H¯} to an integration over {Y 0, Y i,Λ, H}. After this change
of coordinates, the propagator for S
[0]
0 can easily be constructed
12 and (39) can be treated
perturbatively. The explicit form of the propagator of S
[0]
0 for globally flat worldsheets is
shown in appendix C.
The variation of the effective action (40) can now be computed perturbatively as
δψΓ¯[Ψ0](0) = δψ
〈
S[1] + S[2]
〉
0
+
i
2
δψ
〈
S[1]S[1]
〉
0
− iδψ
〈
S[1]
〉
0
〈
S[1]
〉
0
− iδψ log(Z0ZFP ) +O
(
D3
)
,
(54)
where ZFP is the partition function for the Fadeev-Popov ghosts arising from the gauge
fixing procedure, see appendix B. Z0 and 〈〉0 denote the partition function and correlation
function computed with respect to the action S
[0]
0 .
By dimensional considerations we expect δψ log(Z0ZFP ) = cTR with cT a proportionality
constant13. The coefficient cT is independent of the background fields and depends only on
the dimensionality of the TNC spacetime. Therefore, as in the case of the ordinary string,
11 The spin connection is not gauge invariant meaning that it should not contribute to the beta functions.
12 This is true as long we work on globally flat worldsheets.
13 At one loop level this is the only contribution to the anomaly proportional to R.
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the requirement cT = 0 fixes the dimensionality of the background geometry. This is the
requirement of invariance under conformal reparametrizations, hence the quantum consis-
tency of the theory in the absence of extra dynamical fields. We find that the requirement
cT = 0 critical dimension of the d+ 1 dimensional TNC geometry is found to be
dc + 1 = 25 . (55)
The details of this calculation are presented in Appendix D. This result is somewhat ex-
pected, as quantum consistency of the ordinary bosonic string sets d+2 = 26 and we obtain
the TNC geometry by reduction of this 26 dimensional background on a null direction.
Nevertheless, it is still a non-trivial result, as we cannot find a simple argument as to why
quantization and null reduction should commute.
Assuming critical dimension, the right hand side of (54) can be written as
δψΓ¯[Ψ0](0) = −
∫
d2σ
ψ
4pi
[
βλ0+λ
0
− + βrsη
αβ∂αX
r∂βX
s + βm∆λ
β∂βX
m
0
]
(56)
with the corresponding beta functions {βrs, βm, β} given by
βrs = −R(rs) + h¯t(rτs)D2υˆtmn − υˆtRt(rτs) −
(
D2Φ + 4Φ2β − 4a2Φ− 4βmυˆm
)
τrτs (57)
− 8h¯t(rFs)nhmnDmυˆt − 16Ft(rτs)htwDwΦ− 8Ft(rτs)htwawΦ− 30FrtFswhtwΦ ,
βm = −
(
2Φβ + hrsFstDrυˆ
t
)
τm − 2Fmrhrsas , (58)
β = −FmnFrshmrhns . (59)
Here we defined the “acceleration”,
am = 2υˆ
rFrm , (60)
the Ricci tensor Rmn = R
t
mtn , a
2 = amanh
mn, and the spatial Laplacian D2 = hrsDrDs.
The details of the computation of (57), (58), and (59) are relegated to appendix F.
Weyl invariance at one loop requires vanishing of all the beta functions. Equations of
motion for the TNC background follows from this requirement on the worldsheet, as in
ordinary string theory. By projecting along the spatial and temporal directions through
the projection operators, ∆rm = h
rth¯rm and (∆T )
r
s = −υˆrτs the equations of motion can be
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written as the four independent equations
FmnFrsh
mrhns = 0 (61)
a2 = 0 (62)
D2Φ +
23
2
a2Φ− 8hmnamDmΦ = 0 (63)
Rrsh
rtυˆs = −D2υˆt − 4hrtasDrυˆs (64)
Rrs∆
r
m∆
s
n = 0 (65)
with ∆rm = h
rth¯rm the projector operator along the spatial directions and Φ the Newton’s
gravitational potential. Equation (61) is precisely the twistlessness condition on torsion,
namely τ ∧ dτ = 0, and it is solved by [13]
Fmn = a[mτn] . (66)
This form for Fmn has already being taken into account in writing (62), (63), (64) and (65).
In particular we find that the torsion would give rise to a mass term in the Newton’s law,
however this mass term, as well as all components of the torsion Fmn are required to vanish
by two of the beta-function equations, i.e. βm = β = 0, which yields a
2 = 0. By using
positive definiteness of the spatial components in this equation one obtains ai = 0 and by
using the orthogonality υ¯mam = 0 one finds a0 = 0, this means that the entire acceleration
vector hence the torsion vanishes in this case, am = 0 and Fmn = 0. Hence the beta function
equations in the absence of matter simplify as
D2Φ = 0 , Rrsh
rtυˆs = −D2υˆt , Rrs∆rm∆sn = 0 . (67)
The first one is Newton’s law and the last two are the other Newton-Cartan equations
obtained from the two linearly independent projections of Einstein’s equations. In the
following section we see how the introduction of matter—described in section II B—in the
non-linear sigma model modifies these equations.
E. Weyl invariance at one loop with matter
The beta functions are modified in the presence of a Kalb-Ramond Bmn and dilaton φ
fields. The classical worldsheet action in this case is obtained in section II B and given by
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equation (18). With our current approach it is not possible to compute the beta functions
in the presence of an arbitrary ℵ field with the exception of the special case ℵm = Υτm
where Υ is a constant. To facilitate the computation, we first consider the case Υ = 0, that
is ℵ = 0. We will also include the dilaton contribution coming from the classical trace of its
energy-momentum tensor, although we will not include its contribution coming from higher
loop computations—see the Discussion and Appendix E—. To obtain the contribution of
Bmn(X) to the Weyl anomaly we first need to write its contribution to S¯0 in a covariant way.
Repeating the Riemann normal coordinate expansion procedure above, the contribution of
the B-field to S¯0 is obtained as
S¯B0 = −
1
4pi
∫
d2σeαβ
[
C¯rsmnY
rY s∂αX
m
0 ∂βX
n
0 + A¯smnY
s∇αY m∂βXn0
]
. (68)
where the tensor coefficients {A¯, C¯} can be found in appendix A and are written in terms
of the U(1) invariant field strength tensor14
Hmnr = D˚mBnr + D˚nBrm + D˚rBmn . (69)
Applying the flat index decomposition, (51), the B-field contributes at the first and the
second order in the derivative expansion of S¯0. These contributions read
S
B[1]
0 = −
∫
dnσe
4pi
[
αβ∂αX
s
0
(H0sY 0∂βY 0 +H0isY 0∂βY i +HisY i∂βY 0 +HijsY i∂βY j)] ,
S
B[2]
0 = −
∫
d2σe
4pi
[
αβ∂αX
r
0∂βX
s
0
(Z0rsY 0Y 0 + ZirsY iY 0 + ZijrsY iY j)] ,
(70)
where the relevant tensor coefficients {H,Z} are presented in appendix A. When both (70),
(53) and the tree level contribution of the dilaton φ, as computed in appendix E, are taken
into account the Weyl variation of the effective action, (54), becomes
δψΓ¯[Ψ0](0) = −
∫
dsσ
ψ
4pi
[
βλ0+λ
0
− + βrsη
αβ∂αX
r∂βX
s + βm∆λ
β∂βX
m
0
+β¯rs
αβ∂αX
r∂βX
s + β¯mΣλ
β∂βX
m
0
]
.
(71)
14 We define the field strength using the symmetric connection instead of the full one making it invariant
under the U(1)B one form symmetry. See discussion in section II C 2.
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Here we defined Σλβ ≡ λ−eβ+ + λ+eβ−, and β is given as in (59). The new beta function
coefficients {β¯m, β¯rs} are given by
β¯rs =
1
2
hmnDmHrsn + τ[rHs]tmh
twDwυˆ
m − hpqHqrsDpφ, (72)
β¯m = −1
2
HrsmFtwh
rthsw . (73)
Notice that β¯m = 0 when we have twistless torsion. The beta function βrs is modified as
βrs = −R(rs) + h¯t(rτs)D2υˆtmn − υˆtRt(rτs) −
(
D2Φ + 4Φ2β − 4a2Φ− 4βmυˆm
)
τrτs
− 8h¯t(rFs)nhmnDmυˆt − 16Ft(rτs)htwDwΦ− 8Ft(rτs)htwawΦ− 30FrtFswhtwΦ
− 1
4
Hmn(rHs)wth
mthnw − 2D(rDs)φ .
(74)
More details of the computation of (72), (73) and (74) are relegated to appendix F and
appendix E. The presence of the dilaton also modifies the beta function βm, which now
becomes
βm = −
(
2Φβ + hrsFstDrυˆ
t
)
τm − 2Fmrhrsas − 2hpqFqmDpφ . (75)
The vanishing of the beta functions in the presence of the B-field and the dilaton gives
rise to the following non-relativistic equations of motion in the presence of matter
FmnFrsh
mrhns = 0 (76)
a2 = hrsarDsφ (77)
D2Φ +
23
2
a2Φ− 8hmnamDnΦ = −1
4
HmnrHwtsh
mthtwυˆrυˆs − 2υˆrυˆsDrDsφ (78)
Rrsh
rtυˆs = −D2υˆt − 4hrtasDrυˆs + 1
2
HrmpHsnqh
mnhpqhrtυˆs (79)
− 2hrtυˆsDrDsφ
Rrsh
rmhsn = −1
4
HpqrHwtsh
pthqwhrmhsn − 2hrmhsnDrDsφ (80)
hmnDmHrsn = 2τ[rHs]mth
twDwυˆ
m + 2Hprsh
pqDqφ . (81)
We remind the reader that in these equations Φ denotes Newton’s gravitational potential
and φ denotes the dilaton. In particular we observe that the Kalb-Ramond field and the
dilaton appear as source terms in Newton’s law. Furthermore, the conclusion of the previous
section, that is, the torsion vanishes in the absence of matter fields can now be avoided by
turning on the dilaton. See the next section for a discussion on this issue. Finally, we note
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that these equations of motion are derived for a specific choice of the Kalb-Ramond field,
with the null-space component of the B-field (before the null reduction) Bum = ℵm = 0.
This choice was made for simplicity. The only other special case that we can treat with our
methods is when ℵm = Υτm with constant Υ. This case is worked out in Appendix F and
discussed further in the next section.
IV. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
We have studied the non-linear sigma model for a bosonic string moving in torsional
Newton-Cartan geometry at one-loop. Demanding Weyl invariance at this level yields both
the critical dimension and the equations of motion of the TNC background. We found
dc = 25 for the critical dimension. The equations of motion are given in (61-65) in the
absence of matter, i.e. Kalb-Ramond field and dilaton, and they are given in (76-81) in
their presence.
Our result for the critical dimension is expected as the classical TNC geometry is obtained
by reduction of an ordinary Riemannian background on a null direction, and quantum Weyl
invariance of a bosonic string on a Riemannian background requires d = 26. However
our result is still non-trivial, as there is, a priori, no guarantee that this argument of null
reduction carries over to the quantum regime. In principle there could have been a quantum
modification to this result. As seen from the calculation in Appendix D, the number 25 arises
from quite a non-trivial calculation that involves the TNC ghost sector and the constraint
equations. Our result, therefore is somewhat non-trivial and implies that null reduction and
quantization are commuting operations.
The calculations of the beta function equations are also quite technically involved with
many possibilities of error. For example, we needed to adapt the trick of using Riemann
normal coordinates in the background field expansion to the TNC geometry, which, a priori
contains torsion. Strictly speaking, the Riemann normal coordinates do not exist for a
geometry with torsionful connection [27]. We sidestepped this complication by defining
the “semi-Riemann normal coordinates” which satisfy the salient features of the ordinary
Riemann normal coordinates, e.g. eqs. (46), when only the symmetric part of the connection
is used in the definition. Another subtlety arises in switching from the coordinates Y¯ m to Y m
in equation (45). This change was necessary to make sure that the difference between the full
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coordinates Xm and the background ones Xm0 transform properly as a vector. We defined
this vector as the derivative tangent to a geodesic that connects the two. However, there
exists a subtlety in the definition of a geodesic in the presence of torsion. In particular the
notion of minimizing an invariant length and the notion of parallel transport by Lie dragging
do not yield the same geodesic equation in the presence of torsion. In our calculations we
adopt the latter definition, in term of the Lie derivatives, as they are insensitive to torsion.
Finally, a single mistake in signs of the correlation functions calculated in Appendix C would
have led to a drastically different form of the beta functions.
Happily, our calculations pass a number of nontrivial consistency checks. First, in going
from the action with curved kinetic terms (50) to the flat ones in (53) by the change of
variables (51) there arise contributions from the spin connections that are higher order in
the derivatives of the background fields. These terms contribute to the coefficients in the 1st
order action in (53), however, they cannot yield space-time covariant contributions to the
beta functions in the end. So their contributions should cancel completely. This cancellation
indeed happens and provides a very non-trivial check on our calculations. Second, we observe
that the twistless torsion condition, eqs. (61) and (76) nicely arise as one the beta-function
equations. This provides another consistency check on our calculations. Furthermore, this
condition guarantees causality in this non-relativistic space-time [21], hence it is reassuring
to obtain it at the quantum level as a result of Weyl invariance. Finally, our beta-functions
yield the Newton’s law for the gravitational potential Φ in the absence of torsion, which is
of course expected from the physics point of view. Nevertheless it provides another strong
check on our results.
A few words on torsion in the TNC background. Torsion is expected to be absent when
there are no matter fields [28], hence our result in eq. (63) is consistent. As mentioned above,
one of the beta-function equations both in the absence and presence of matter turns out to
be the twistless torsion condition, equation (61) with solution F = a ∧ τ where a = 2υˆrFrm
is the acceleration [13]. Inserting this in the βm = 0 equation then requires vanishing of
torsion. On the other hand, one generically expects to generate it by the Kalb-Ramond
field. This is indeed what we find in equations (76-81) but with an interesting addition: it
seems that turning on the dilaton is necessary for a non-vanishing torsion. This is easy to
see from eq. (78): setting φ = 0, the steps mentioned above in the absence of matter would
again yield am = 0 even when the Kalb-Ramond field is nontrivial. In passing we note that,
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the presence of φ is necessary but not sufficient for non-vanishing torsion, as one can still
solve (78) by setting am = 0. This finding, that torsion necessitates dilaton, is somewhat
surprising as we would expect that the B-field, not the dilaton, generated torsion. This
could perhaps be explained if the consistency of the beta-function equations, including the
O(l2s) contributions to the dilaton beta function — computation of which requires two loop
diagrams that is beyond the scope of this paper — altogether, yield an equation schematically
of the form H2 ∝ (Dφ)2 +D2φ. This is plausible but we cannot directly check this.
One possible way to relax this need of dilaton to have torsion is to allow for more general
matter than we did in section III E. Here, we have chosen the null-space component of the
B-field before reduction, i.e. ℵm = Bum to vanish for simplicity. The only other case we were
able to carry out the calculation of the beta functions was the specific choice ℵm = Υτm
with constant Υ. The calculation in this case is detailed in Appendix F. As one can see
from (F4) in the special case of Υ = ±1 twistlessness condition is not enforced, hence
the conclusion that torsion should vanish in the absence of a dilaton field can be avoided.
However, this would yield torsion with twist, which seems to imply a non-causal background
[21]. Of course a more general choice of ℵ can resolve this issue altogether and yield finite
and twistless torsion but we do not have any means to check this.
On a different note, one naturally wonders about the fate of the classical spacetime
symmetries that we discussed in section II C 1. As discussed in section III B we can choose a
measure that is invariant under the local Galilean boosts and rotations but in general it will
break the U(1) central charge symmetry. In Appendix G we check the U(1) transformations
of our beta functions. We find that, luckily, all the beta functions except βrs are invariant
and in the absence of matter (hence in the absence of torsion) the transformation of the
latter can be put in a form that is almost a total derivative plus a term that involves Dtυˆ
t.
For torsionless backgrounds where this divergence vanishes we then have the U(1) invariance
at the quantum level. For torsionless backgrounds the invariance of the mass U(1) symmetry
at the quantum level is present only for the subclass of U(1) transformations of the form
given in eq. (44) while it seems to be broken when torsion does not vanish. Whether it is
possible to find a measure that is invariant up to a total derivative or up to a Lie derivative
of the metric is an open question. The other space-time symmetries that were discussed
in section II C 1 were the U(1) zero and one-form symmetries of the Kalb-Ramond sector,
eqs. (29) and (30). The first one is trivially broken by our choice of the backgrounds ℵ = 0
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in our calculations. The second one is kept intact because the beta-function equations are
all expressed in terms of the field strength H that we defined in (69) in an invariant way
under the U(1) one-form symmetry. The additional symmetry (32) seems to be broken at
the quantum level.
Our work can be improved and generalized in a number of ways. First, it is desirable
to obtain the O(l2s) contributions to the dilaton beta function. As mentioned above, this
requires two-loop calculations on the worldsheet which can be done in the case of the bosonic
string with relative ease but in our case there exists more than 20 contributions with different
structures and this computation becomes a formidable task. Yet, it is straightforward and
should be done in the near future. One may also consider a more general ansatz for the Kalb-
Ramond field than we have taken in this paper. In particular, one can consider a generic,
non-vanishing ℵ. However the beta function calculations will be modified drastically and the
technology developed in this paper does not seem sufficient to calculate the beta functions in
this case. Furthermore, it will be curious to compare our equations with the ones obtained
from other effective approaches, such as the action principle proposed in [29], and the large c
expansion of general relativity equations in [13]. Finally, it is very interesting to ask whether
one can obtain Weyl invariant sub-critical TNC backgrounds with dimensionality less than
25 by searching for analogs of the linear-dilaton type geometry in the ordinary bosonic
string case. In that case the slope of the linear dilaton cancels the O(l0s) contribution to
the dilaton beta function hence lifting the condition d = 26 and allowing for non-Lorentz
invariant backgrounds with an arbitrary 2 < d < 26. Since we already gave up Lorentz
invariance in the target spacetime, it is natural to ask if one can obtain subcritical TNC
geometries with an analogous mechanism. To see if this is possible one will need the O(l2s)
contributions to the dilaton beta function.
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Appendix A: Covariant expansion coefficients
The tensor coefficients {Cmnrs, Asmn, Brsm} from the covariant background expansion (50)
are given by
Crsmn = R
t
(rs)(mh¯n)t +
(
h¯twD(rυˆ
tDs)υˆ
w −D(rDs)Φ
)
τmτn + h¯w(mτn)D(rDs)υˆ
w
+ 4F(r(mh¯n)wDs)υˆ
w − 4F(r(mτn)
(
Φas) + 2Ds)Φ
)
+ 6ΦF(r(mFn)s)
Asmn = 4h¯w(mτn)Dsυˆ
w − 4τmτnDsΦ− 4FsmτnΦ− 8FsnτmΦ,
Brsm = −Fm(ras),
(A1)
where we have used the following TNC identities
R˚t(mn)s = R
t
(mn)s −
1
2
D(mT
t
n)s +
1
2
Fs(man)υˆ
t
Rtmnsτt = 0
D˚sh¯mn = Dsh¯mn − 4ΦFs(mτn)
T tmn = −2υˆtFmn
υˆrFrm =
am
2
Dwh¯rs = 2h¯t(rτs)Dwυˆ
t − 2τrτsDwΦ
(A2)
with am = £υˆτm the acceleration. Notice that brackets denote symmetrizations of the
indices immediately next to them, so for example A(m[pq]n) is a rank four tensor symmetric
in the {m,n} indices and antisymmetric in {p, q}.
The relevant flat indices tensor coefficients {P ,Q,S, T ,J } appearing on the beta func-
tions in the absence of matter are given by
Pis = −Aits υˆ
t
√
2Φ
Pijs = Aijs − 2ωijs
Qi = Ftiυˆ
t
√
2Φ
=
ai
2
√
2Φ
Qij = Fij
Sijrs = Cijrs + ωki(rωkjs) + ωkj(rAiks) Tijm = Bijm + ωk(imFj)k
Jis = −2
√
2ΦFis
(A3)
The tensor coefficients {C¯mnrs, A¯smn} from the covariant background expansion of the
B-field are given by
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C¯rsmn =
1
2
D(rHmns) − 2F[m(rHs)n]tυˆt
A¯smn = −Hsmn
(A4)
The relevant flat indices tensor coefficients {H,Z} coming from the B-field coupling are
given by
His = −Hitsυˆ
t
√
2Φ
Hijs = −A¯ijs = Hijs
Zijrs = C¯ijrs +Hk[r(iωkj)s]
(A5)
Appendix B: Fadeev-Popov gauge fixing
The gauge symmetries of the theory are
δeβ± = −ω±eβ± + ξµ∂µeβ± − eµ±∂µξβ
δλ± = −ω±λ± + ξµ∂µλ±
(B1)
with ω± parametrizing local worldsheet Weyl/Lorentz transformations and ξµ parametrizing
worldsheet diffeomorphisms. Following the Faddeev-Popov procedure we can first compute
the Faddeev-Popov determinant
∆FP =
∫
DaDa¯Db∗Db¯∗DcDd+Dd−
[
eiSFP
]
SFP =
∫
d2σe
2piα′
[
b∗β
(
cα∂αe
β
+ − eα+∂αcβ − d+eβ+
)
+ b¯∗β
(
cα∂αe
β
− − eα−∂αcβ − d−eβ−
)
+aα
(
eˆα+ − eα+
)
+ a¯α
(
eˆα− − eα−
) ] (B2)
where {c, d±, b∗, b¯∗} are Faddeev-Popov ghosts and anti-ghosts and {aµ, a¯µ} are bosonic
Lagrange multipliers enforcing the gauge condition eˆ. The remaining BRST symmetry of
the theory is given by
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sXm = cα∂αX
m, sη = cα∂αη (B3)
seβ± = c
α∂αe
β
± − eα±∂αcβ − d±eβ± (B4)
sλ± = −d±λ± + cα∂αλ± (B5)
scβ = cα∂αc
β (B6)
scβ± = c
α∂αc
β
± (B7)
sb∗β = aβ, saβ = 0 (B8)
sb¯∗β = a¯β, sa¯β = 0 (B9)
Integrating over {a, a¯, d±} imposes the constraints
eα± = eˆ
α
±
b∗βe
β
+ = 0
b¯∗βe
β
− = 0
(B10)
and the action simplifies into
SFP =
∫
d2σe
2piα′
[
cαeβ+∂αb
∗
β − b∗βeα+∂αcβ + cαeβ−∂αb¯∗β − b¯∗βeα−∂αcβ
]
≡
∫
d2σe
2piα′
LFP (B11)
where we have omitted the hat on the vielbeins for simplicity. By considering the action
(B2) (after gauge-fixing), it is now possible to define the ghost energy momentum one form
as in (36)
τ cγFP = −
2piα′
e
δSFP
δeγc
= LFP eaγ +
[
(δc0 + δ
c
1)
(
b∗γ∂−c
− + ∂αb∗γ c
α + b∗−∂γc
−)
+ (δc0 − δc1)
(
b¯∗γ∂+c
+ + ∂αb¯
∗
γ c
α + b¯∗+∂γc
+
)] (B12)
where we anticipated going to conformal gauge, i.e. the vielbeins are constant.
It is important to note that the anti-ghosts {b∗, b¯∗} will not be neutral under local Weyl
transformations, meaning that we will need to supplement the theory with the transforma-
tion
b∗β → f−b∗β, b¯∗β → f+b¯∗β (B13)
this implies the full condition for Weyl invariance is not (35) but rather〈
eγc τ¯
c
γ + C
+λ+ + C
−λ− + b∗βB
β + b¯∗βB¯
β
〉
= 0, (B14)
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where τ¯ cγ = τ
c
γ +τ
c
γFP is the total energy momentum one form and {Bβ, B¯β} are the equations
of motion for the anti-ghosts defined as
Bβ = −2piα
e
δSFP
δb∗β
, B¯β = −2piα
e
δSFP
δb¯∗β
(B15)
In conformal gauge the ghost action takes the dimensionally extended form
SFP = −
∫
dnσ
2pi
[
b¯∂+c¯+ b¯∂−c
]
e(n−1)ρ (B16)
where we have defined {b¯ ≡ b∗−, c¯ ≡ c−, b ≡ b¯∗+, c ≡ c+} and we have rescaled the ghosts such
that the normalizaion of the action is −1/2pi. The non vanishing real space propagators are
given by
〈b(σ)c(σ′)〉 = 2e
−ρ∆2
(σ − σ′)+〈
b¯(σ)c¯(σ′)
〉
=
2e−ρ∆2
(σ − σ′)−
(B17)
where ∆2 is an overall factor that will not play any role in our results. To find these
propagators we used the identity
∂2 log
(|∆σ|2) = 4pi δ(∆σ) . (B18)
Appendix C: Correlation functions in flat TNC background
In this section wi will consider the dimensional extension to n dimensions of the more
general free action S
[0]
0 given in (53). We will in fact consider a more general case with
ℵm = Υτm with constant Υ. In section (III E) we set Υ = 0. The action can be written in
the conformal gauge as
S
[0]
0 = −
∫
dnσ
4pi
[
e(n−2)ρηαβ∂αY i∂βY jδij − e(n−2)ρηαβ∂αY 0∂βY 0
−2e(n−1)ρΛ+
(
∂−H + Υ+∂−Y 0
)− 2e(n−1)ρΛ− (∂+H −Υ−∂+Y 0)] (C1)
where Υ± = 1±Υ, and we made the change of variables
σ± = σ0 ± σ1, ∂± = 1
2
(∂0 ± ∂1) (C2)
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using eα±∂α = 2∂±. The propagator for this free theory can now be computed as
〈Y L(q)Y M(p)〉 = δ(p+ q)e
(2−n)ρ
i(2pi)n−1

0 0 ie
−ρ
2p−
−ie−ρ
2p+
0
0 δ
ij
p2
0 0 0
−ie−ρ
2p−
0 e
−2ρp2
4p2−
e−2ρ −ie
−ρΥ−
2p−
ie−ρ
2p+
0 e−2ρ e
−2ρp2
4p2+
−ie−ρΥ+
2p+
0 0 ie
−ρΥ−
2p−
ie−ρΥ+
2p+
0

(C3)
with Y L ≡ {Y 0, Y i,Λ+,Λ−, H} and where we are using the following conventions for the
Fourier transforms of the fields
Y (σ) =
∫
d2p eip·σY (p) Y (p) =
∫
d2p
(2pi)2
e−ip·σY (σ) . (C4)
For the computation of (F4) shown in appendix F we will need the Weyl variation of
two and four point functions. We will work in the context of dimensional regularization and
consequently we can note that only logarithmically divergent correlators will contribute.
The relevant divergent two and four point functions for n = 2 +  are
〈Y i(σ)Y j(σ)〉 = δ
ije−ρ
2pii (2pi)
∫
dnp
p2
= δijµ
[
ρ− 1

+O (0)]
〈Y i(σ)∂αY j(σ)Y k(σ′)∂βY l(σ′)〉 = −e
−2ρδikδjlηαβδ(σ − σ′)
(2 + ) (2pi)
∫
dnp
p2
= −2piiµδikδjlηαβδ(σ − σ′)
[
ρ− 1
2
+O (0)]
〈
Y i (σ) Λ+ (σ)Y
j (σ′) Λ− (σ′)
〉
=
−e−2ρe−2ρδijδ(σ − σ′)
(2pi)
∫
dnp
p2
= −4piie−2ρµδijδ(σ − σ′)
[
ρ− 1
2
]
〈
Y i(σ)2∂±Y 0(σ)Y j(σ′)Λ∓(σ′)
〉
=
±e−2ρe−ρδijδ(σ − σ′)
(2pi)
∫
dnp
p2
= ±4piie−ρδijδ(σ − σ′)
[
ρ− 1
2
]
(C5)
where µ is a reference mass scale and we used standard dimensional regularization for-
mulae to compute integrals over momenta [30]. The Weyl variation of these correlation
functions is
30
δψ
〈
Y i(σ)Y j(σ)
〉
= δij
δψ
〈
Y i(σ)∂αY
j(σ)Y k(σ)∂βY
l(σ′)
〉
= −2piiδikδjlηαβδ(σ − σ′)
δψ
〈
e2ρY i (σ) Λ+ (σ)Y
j (σ′) Λ− (σ′)
〉
= −4piiδijδ(σ − σ′ )
δψ
〈
eρY i(σ)∂±Y 0(σ)Y j(σ′)Λ∓(σ′)
〉
= ±4piiδijδ(σ − σ′)
(C6)
Appendix D: Critical Dimension
The condition for local Weyl invariance for the system Z0 + ZFP as described in (54) is
given by
〈Tˆ 〉 ≡ 〈T γγ + T γγFP + C+Λ+ + C−Λ− +Bβb∗β + B¯β b¯∗β〉 = 0 (D1)
where we have defined T γδ ≡ eγc τ cδ and T γδFP ≡ ecγτ cδFP and where we should do the substitution
{X,λ, η} → {Y,Λ, H} in the energy momentum one forms given by (36) and (B12) as well
as in the constraints (37) and (B15). To analyze (D1) we can use the following identity
∫
d2σδψ〈Tˆ (σ)〉 =
∫
d2σ
∫
d2σ′ψ(σ′)〈Tˆ (σ)Tˆ (σ′)〉 . (D2)
It is now our goal to compute the two point function of traces Tˆ . We can now note that
in conformal gauge the following holds
∫
d2σd2σ′〈Tˆ Tˆ ′〉 =
∫
d2σd2σ′
〈(
T++ + T
−
− + C
+Λ+ + C
−Λ−
)(
T
′+
+ + T
′−
− + C
′+Λ′+ + C
′−Λ′−
)〉
+
∫
d2σd2σ′
〈(
T++FP + T
−
−FP + b¯B
− + bB¯+
)(
T
′+
+FP + T
′−
−FP + b¯
′B
′− + b′B¯
′+
)〉
=
∫
d2σd2σ′
[〈
T++ T
′+
+
〉
+ 2
〈
T++ T
′−
−
〉
+
〈
T−− T
′−
−
〉
+
〈
T++FPT
′+
+FP
〉
+2
〈
T++FPT
′−
−FP
〉
+
〈
T−−FPT
′−
−FP
〉
−
〈
C+Λ+C
′+Λ′+
〉
− 2
〈
C+Λ+C
′−Λ′−
〉
−
〈
C−Λ−C
′−Λ′−
〉
−
〈
b¯B−b¯′B
′−
〉
− 2 〈b¯B−bB¯+〉− 〈bB¯+b′B¯′+〉]
(D3)
where we have denoted the dependence on σ′ by priming the variable itself and where
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T±± =
aeρ
2
λ±
(
∂∓η ± ∂∓Y 0
)
T+− = −2ηmn∂−Y m∂−Y n −
aeρ
2
Λ−
(
∂−η − ∂−Y 0
)
T−+ = −2ηmn∂+Y m∂+Y n −
aeρ
2
Λ+
(
∂+η + ∂+Y
0
)
T++FP = −aeρb∂−c T−−FP = −aeρb¯∂+c¯
T+−FP = ae
ρ
(
∂+b¯ c¯+ 2b¯∂−c¯+ ∂−b¯ c¯
)
T−+FP = ae
ρ (∂−b c+ 2b∂+c+ ∂+b c)
C± = −ae
ρ
2
(
∂∓η ± ∂∓Y 0
)
B− = aeρ∂+c¯
B¯+ = aeρ∂−c .
(D4)
To compute these correlators we will need the following real space propagators (that can be
read from (C3)): 〈
Y i (σ)Y j (σ′)
〉
= δij∆2 ln
(|∆σ|2)〈
Y 0 (σ) Λ± (σ′)
〉
=
∓2e−ρ∆2
(σ − σ′)±
〈H (σ) Λ± (σ′)〉 = −2e
−ρ∆2
(σ − σ′)±
〈Λ± (σ) Λ± (σ′)〉 = 4e
−2ρ∆2
(σ − σ′)2±
〈Λ+ (σ) Λ− (σ′)〉 = −4pi∆2e−2ρδ(σ − σ′)
(D5)
where ∆2 is an unimportant overall factor which was introduced after (B17). The contribu-
tion to the two point function from the constraints can then be computed to be〈
C+Λ+C
′+Λ′+
〉
= −16∆22∂−
(
1
∆σ+
)
∂′−
(
1
∆σ+
)
〈
C+Λ+C
′−Λ′−
〉
= 0〈
C−Λ−C
′−Λ′−
〉
= −16∆22∂+
(
1
∆σ−
)
∂′+
(
1
∆σ−
)
〈
b¯B−b¯′B
′−
〉
= 16∆22∂+
(
1
∆σ−
)
∂′+
(
1
∆σ−
)
〈
b¯B−b′B¯
′+
〉
= 0〈
bB+b′B
′+
〉
= 16∆22∂−
(
1
∆σ+
)
∂′−
(
1
∆σ+
.
)
(D6)
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Notice that the sum of these contributions is zero. From (D6) then we see that (D3) reduces
to ∫
d2σd2σ′〈Tˆ Tˆ ′〉 =
∫
d2σd2σ′
[〈
T++ T
′+
+
〉
+ 2
〈
T++ T
′−
−
〉
+
〈
T−− T
′−
−
〉
+
〈
T++FPT
′+
+FP
〉
+ 2
〈
T++FPT
′−
−FP
〉
+
〈
T−−FPT
′−
−FP
〉] (D7)
To further compute this in a consistent way we will need the conservation equation for T δγ
∂δT
δ
γ = 0
∂−T−− = −∂+T+−
∂+T
+
+ = −∂−T−+
(D8)
We can then note 〈
T++ T
′+
+
〉
=
∆3∆
2
2 (4d+ 8)
3
∂′+∂
′
−δ(σ − σ′)〈
T++ T
′−
−
〉
= 0〈
T−− T
′−
−
〉
=
∆3∆
2
2 (4d+ 8)
3
∂′+∂
′
−δ(σ − σ′)〈
T++FPT
′+
+FP
〉
=
∆3∆
2
2 (−104)
3
∂′+∂
′
−δ(σ − σ′)〈
T++FPT
′−
−FP
〉
= 0〈
T−−FPT
′−
−FP
〉
=
∆3∆
2
2 (−104)
3
∂′+∂
′
−δ(σ − σ′)
(D9)
where ∆3 is another overall factor that does not change the final result. We can finally
see that the central charge vanishes when d = 24 and hence the critical dimension of TNC
spacetime is D = d+ 1 = 25.
Appendix E: Tree level contributions from the Dilaton
In this appendix we will compute the tree level contributions to the beta functions. To
this end we will need the contribution to the energy-momentum tensor coming from (19)
and then compute its (classical) trace. Notice that the energy-momentum tensor will receive
a contribution from this term even when the worldsheet is flat. The result is given by(
−2pi
α′
)
γαβTDilαβ = −σφ = −σXm∂mφ− γαβ∂αXm∂βXn∂m∂nφ, (E1)
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where σ is the d’Alembertian on the worldsheet, σ = γαβ∂α∂β. To rewrite this in a useful
way we need the equations of motion for the classical fields. These are found by varying the
Lagrangian (18):
0 =− γαβ (∂ph¯mn − 2∂mh¯np) ∂αXm∂βXn + 2h¯mpσXm − αβ (∂pB¯mn − 2∂mB¯pn) ∂αXm∂βXn
+ 2∆λα∂αX
m∂[mτp] + τp∂α∆λ
α − 2Σλα∂αXm∂[mℵp] − ℵp∂αΣλα (E2)
0 = eα−∂αX
mτm + e
α
− (∂αη + ∂αX
mℵm) (E3)
0 = eα+∂αX
mτm − eα+ (∂αη + ∂αXmℵm) (E4)
0 = ∂αΣλ
α, (E5)
where
∆λβ ≡ λ−eβ+ − λ+eβ−, Σλβ ≡ λ−eβ+ + λ+eβ− . (E6)
We now multiply the first equation by 1
2
hpr, the second equation by eβ+∂β and the third one
by eβ−∂β to find
−σXr = (Γrmn + υˆr∂mτn) ∂αXm∂βXnγαβ −
1
2
hrpHpmn∂αX
m∂βX
nαβ
+ υˆrτmσXm + hrp∆λα∂αXm∂[mτp] − hrpΣλα∂αXm∂[mℵp] (E7)
(τm + ℵm)Xm = eα+eβ− (∂mτn + ∂mℵn) ∂αXm∂βXn −ση (E8)
(τm − ℵm)Xm = eα+eβ− (∂nτm − ∂nℵm) ∂αXm∂βXn +ση (E9)
where we have also used (E5) to simplify (E7). By adding and subtracting (E8) and (E9)
we find
τmσXm = eα+eβ−
(
∂(mτn) + ∂[mℵn]
)
∂αX
µ∂βX
ν = − (γαβ∂mτn + αβ∂mℵn) ∂αXm∂βXn
(E10)
ℵmσXm = −
(
αβ∂mτn − γαβ∂mℵn
)
∂αX
m∂βX
n −ση (E11)
Substituting (E10) in (E7) we finally have
−σXr =
(
Γrmnγ
αβ + υˆr∂mℵnαβ − 1
2
hrpHpmn
αβ
)
∂αX
m∂βX
n
+ hrp∆λα∂αX
m∂[mτp] − hrpΣλα∂αXm∂[mℵp]. (E12)
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Now that we have an expression for σXr in terms of ∂αXr we can rewrite (E1) as
γαβTDilαβ =−
α′
2pi
[
−γαβDmDnφ+ αβ
(
υˆrDrφ ∂mℵn − 1
2
hrpDrφHpmn
)]
∂αX
m∂βX
n
− α
′
2pi
hrpDrφ ∂[mτp] ∆λ
α∂αX
m +
α′
2pi
hrpDrφ ∂[mℵp] Σλα∂αXm (E13)
=− α
′
4pi
[
βφrs∂αX
r
0∂βX
s
0γ
αβ + β¯φrs∂αX
r
0∂βX
s
0
αβ + βφm∆λ
α∂αX
m + β¯φmΣλ
α∂αX
m
]
,
from which one can easily read the dilaton contributions to the beta functions (F4).
Appendix F: Beta functions in the presence of matter
We will start by computing every term from the right hand side of (54) individually for
the action (52) including both the geometric part (53) and the B-field part (70). Using the
non-vanishing Weyl variations of correlation functions given in (C6) it is found that
δψ
〈
S[1]
〉
= 0 (F1)
δψ
〈
S[2]
〉
= −
∫
d2σ
4pi
[(Sijrsδij) ηαβ∂αXr0∂βXs0 + (Zijrsδij) αβ∂αXr0∂βXs0 (F2)
+
(Tijmδij)∆λα∂αXm0 ] ∂ψ
i
2
δψ
〈
S[1]S[1]
〉
= −
∫
d2σ
4pi
[(HijrHkls − PijrPkls
4
δikδjl (F3)
−Jir
(Pjs + ΥHjs + (1−Υ2)Jjs) δij) ∂αXr0∂βXs0γαβ
−
(HikrPjlsδijδkl + 2 (Hir + ΥPir)Jisδij
2
)
∂αX
r
0∂βX
s
0
αβ
−
((
1−Υ2)QiJjmδij + (Pijm + ΥHijm)Qkl
2
δikδjl
)
∆λα∂αX
m
0
−
(
(Hijm + ΥPijm)Qkl
2
δikδjl
)
Σλα∂αX
m
0
+
(
Υ2 − 1) (QijQklδikδjl)λ−λ+]ψ
combining all the terms in (F1), (F2) and (F3) according to (54), (E13), (56) and (71) results
in the beta functions
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βrs =
(Smnrs − Jm(rPns) −ΥJm(rHns) − (1−Υ2)Jm(rJns))hmn
+
1
4
(Hmn(rHtws) − Pmn(rPtws))hmthnw − 2D(rDs)φ
β¯rs = Zmnrshmn − 1
2
Hik[rPs]jlδijδkl −Hi[rJjs]δij −ΥPi[rJjs]δij −HprshpqDqφ
+ 2ΥυˆpDpφQrs
βm =
[Trsm − (1−Υ2)QrJsm]hrs − 1
2
(ΥHrsm + Prsm)Qtwhrthsw − 2hpqDpφQqm
β¯m = −1
2
(Hrsm + ΥPrsm)Qtwhrthsw −ΥTrsmhrs + 2ΥhpqDpφQqm
β =
(−1 + Υ2)QmnQrshmrhns
(F4)
where we have also included the contribution coming from ℵm and the dilaton φ in the
special (tractable) case ℵm = Υτm. Notice in particular that when ℵm = ±τm we have
β = 0 and torsion is not forced to be twistless anymore.
Appendix G: U(1) invariance of the quantum theory
We will look at the U(1) mass invariance, as given by the transformations in (20), (23)
and (24), of δψΓ¯[Ψ0](0) and of the beta functions for the case ℵ = 0. The twistless condition
(61) is invariant under local U(1), which follows from the invariance of τ , meaning that
without loss of generality we can rewrite the remaining beta functions in their twistless form
βrs = h
mn
(
Rtmn(rh¯s)t +
1
2
DmDnh¯rs
)
− hmnh¯pqDmυ¯pDnυ¯q τrτs + 4h¯t(rτs)amhmnDnυ¯t
−
(
23
2
a2Φ + 8amh
mnDnΦ
)
τrτs +
1
4
HrmpHsnqh
mnhpq − 2DrDsφ ,
β¯rs =
1
2
hmnDmHrsn + τ[rHs]tmh
twDwυˆ
m − hpqHqrsDpφ ,
βm =
(
a2 − athtwDwφ
)
τm ,
(G1)
where we can note that β¯m is not included as it vanishes identically for twistless torsion.
The U(1) variation of the beta functions can now be computed to be
36
δβrs = −τ(rDs)D2σ − 5amhmnτ(rDs)Dnσ − 3
2
a(rτs)amh
mnDnσ − hmnDman τ(rDs)σ
− 1
2
a2τ(rDs)σ +
(
2hmnDmυˆ
tDtDnσ + amυˆ
thmnDtDnσ + 2a
2υˆtDtσ
+3amh
mnDnυˆ
tDtσ − 2hmnDmanυˆtDtσ
)
τrτs
δβ¯rs = 0
δβm = 0 ,
(G2)
where the following variations of the connection and acceleration have been used
δΓtrs = Frsh
twDwσ + h
twawτ(rDs)σ
δam = −τmarhrtDtσ
(G3)
We can see from (G2) that one of the beta functions is not invariant under U(1) transforma-
tions. In the absence of torsion we find δβrs = −D(rD2στs) + 2hwmDmυˆtDtDwστrτs whose
first term gives a total derivative after using the equations of motion and assuming that the
parameter of the Weyl transformation is constant. However the remaining term does not
vanish and so the U(1) invariance at the quantum level is broken even in the torsionless
case.
We can study the same problem from a different point of view. The measure in the path
integral is defined in terms of the inner product
‖δY ‖2 =
∫
d2σ e δY mδY nGmn (G4)
where we require Gmn to be invariant under local Galilean transformations and rotations.
The most general form of Gmn comprised of the invariants h¯mn, τ and Φ is
Gmn = f (Φ) τmτn + g (Φ) h¯mn . (G5)
We now take the variation of this expression and set it to zero
δσGmn = δσf (Φ) τmτn + δσg (Φ) h¯mn + g (Φ) δσh¯mn = 0 . (G6)
By looking at the projections of this equation we see that we are forced to set δσg = 0. After
setting g = 1/2 we find
δσGmn = − df
dΦ
υˆtDtστmτn + τ(mDn)σ . (G7)
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The only way to make the measure invariant is to set Dsσ = τsF (X), since then one finds
δσGmn = −
(
df
dΦ
− 1
)
F (X)τmτn (G8)
that vanishes by choosing f(Φ) = Φ.
For zero torsion this particular choice of gauge transformation leaves invariant the
beta functions too as can be seen by substituting in (G2) and noticing that D2σ =
Dmh
mnτnF (X) = 0. Hence, at least for the zero torsion case, the breaking of the (full) U(1)
symmetry at the quantum level can be traced to the impossibility of finding a measure that
is invariant under this symmetry.
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